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• Each is a necessary condition for subsequence activity
• Research data is an institutional and national asset
Increasing value of data
http://www.ands.org.au/





Share responsibly& you can
& reap the rewards!
Lets talk about research data
5Key questions about publishing and 
sharing human data
What are sensitive 
data?
How do my guidelines 
support/conflict with 
sharing health data?
Where does health 
data sit within open 
access agenda?
What if the data come 
from multiple (health) 
sources?
What are my 
obligations to 
participants?
Will the Institutional 
Review Board 
approve?
Where does Privacy 
laws come in?
How do I licence 
sensitive health data?
How/do these data 
have to be modified 
before they can be 
shared?
What makes data sensitive?
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Personal information + potential for harm or discrimination
Why are sensitive data often trickier to 
publish and share?
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Australia’s National Health & Medical Research Council: Statement on Data Sharing
Image from: https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/grants-funding/policy/nhmrc-statement-data-sharing
- Legal obligations 




Personal Data Protection Act 2012 
Personal data refers to data, whether true or not, about an 
individual who can be identified from that data; or from that data 
and other information to which the organisation has or is likely to 
have access.
Definions: Legal
Cannot be disclosed without consent
Definions: Research ethics
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‘any data that contain information that can be used to identify an 
individual and introduce a risk of discrimination, harm, or unwanted 
attention.’ 
ANDS Guide to Publishing and Sharing Sensitive Data
http://www.ands.org.au/datamanagement/sensitivedata.html
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1. Informed consent before sharing
2. Avoid harm by removing minimising sensitivity
• Modify data to protect privacy *if possible*
• Confidentialising data 
• Conditions around access to data
3. Institutional approval (SMU Institutional Review Board)
Confidentialised data
‘removing or altering data so that people or the subjects of 
the data cannot be identified’
ANDS Guide to Publishing and Sharing Sensitive Data
http://www.ands.org.au/datamanagement/sensitivedata.html
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• What to do when you 
already have data
• Questions to ask before 
you publish/share
• Example 1: interviews




• Funding bodies, e.g. NIH, NHMRC
• Publishers, e.g. PLOS, BMJ







5. Efficiency – time and cost
6. Ethics – participant fatigue, 
getting needed information 
out there quickly
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What this looks like in the real world
First, can human data be open access?
• Depends on consent, identification, institutional  approval
• Often ‘conditional’/’mediated’/’restricted’/’shared’ access in 
data repositories or between peers
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‘Open / Shared / Closed: The world of data’
CC-BY-SA Open Data Institute link
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• It can be done!
• Plan ahead
• Ask about: participant consent? instit approval? modify data first?
• Access: Conditional? Open? What restrictions?
• Increasing benefits for researchers and institutions
